Environmental
Integrated
service offering

Optimise land value.
Lower your environmental impact.

Enabling smarter
farming for a better
New Zealand
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Ravensdown’s
integrated
environmental
service offering
Ravensdown’s purpose is
to enable smarter farming
for a better New Zealand.
Smarter farming is all about
reducing environmental
impacts and optimising value
from the land. But that's not
easy. Farms are complex and
there's no such thing as onesize-fits-all.
Some farmers have for many years
embraced the challenge and enacted
positive change. For others it is new and
daunting and they require considerable
assistance. Ravensdown Environmental’s
team of consultants and the multiple
services and skills they provide are here to
help no matter what the situation.

What can we help with?
Our team use a range of tools including
OVERSEER and LUCI to help farmers with:
• Resource Consenting
• Farm Environment Planning
• GIS Mapping
• Compliance reporting
• Scenario modelling
• Due Diligence for farm sales and 		
purchases

Environmental management is a core part
of business risk management. It pays to
do it right the first time but you also need
to know that the support will be ongoing.
Technology is part of a service package,
but the people and the reputation of the
organisation that you deal with are the key.
Ravensdown and its staff have for decades
helped farmers through the ongoing and
regular challenges that they face running
their business. Reducing environmental
impact is a key focus currently for
many in the farming sector and the well
qualified, technically proficient and
locally knowledgeable Environmental
Consultants are here to help.
Ravensdown recognises the importance
of the potential impact of regulatory
environmental and compliance issues on
New Zealand farmers.
That is why Ravensdown Environmental
is a standalone business unit dedicated
to providing specific services and skill
sets to provide customers with greater
certainty and a clear road map to meeting
their environmental obligations. Only
Ravensdown offer this breadth of service
and integration to farmers, across all
aspects of the farming operation.
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Multilayered
approach
No farm or farmer are the same. Throw in the
different approaches Regional Councils are
taking to maintain or improve water quality in
their specific locations coupled with industry
requirements for farmers, and you have a
confusing and complex landscape. This becomes
even more complex when a farmer needs to work
with or contract multiple people to piece together
all of the work they need to get done.
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Ravensdown Environmental provides
multiple technologies and skill sets
interlinked to form a single service offering
for any situation. All of this work is then
used by the agri-manager network so
they can provide continuity of service.
One stop. One company. Full spectrum
services.
OVERSEER® Nutrient Budgets
OVERSEER® is a strategic management
tool that provides farmers with some of
the important information they need to
balance their business and environmental
objectives. Widely used throughout New
Zealand for policy support, a robust and
fit for purpose Nutrient Budget is vital as
there may be considerable short and long
term risk to a farming business if it fails to
meet the required standard. It requires
an expert user to understand all of the
physical and management details of a
farm and how to best model them within
OVERSEER® to ensure the farmer is well
informed. All Ravensdown environmental
consultants are Certified Nutrient
Management Advisers (CNMA) and it is
standard business practice for all work to
be peer reviewed.

LUCI Modelling (coming soon)

Farm Environmental Plans (FEP)

Scenario Modelling

LUCI (Land Utilisation and Capability
Indicator) is a decision support tool
exclusive to Ravensdown within the
sphere of on-farm nutrient management
that is being developed to assist
farmers and catchment groups looking
to understand the critical sources of
environmental impacts and how to cost
effectively mitigate them. Able to link
to OVERSEER® files and import farm
information, LUCI evaluates the effect
of current and future management on
erosion, sediment and nutrient delivery to
waterways, and agricultural production.
LUCI conveys this information through
spatial maps and other outputs.

To be effective, the FEP needs to be a living
document for the farmer and their various
advisors to utilise. It’s not just an action
plan of future activities, but also a record
of the historical activities undertaken to
reduce environmental impact. Our expert
team of environmental consultants have
been delivering FEP’s across the country
to help farmers assess and manage their
environmental risk.

Future activities may involve significant
farm system changes to meet regulatory
or business targets. Modelling or
designing these system changes and
being able to demonstrate their effect
on key outcomes is a skill that involves
significant technological and farm systems
knowledge. Ravensdown have layers of
in-house expertise to draw on, developed
through forty years of operation. Where
needed, we are able to work in with
specialist farm system consultants to
provide the additional support and
guidance farmers may need. To ensure
that they develop a resilliant business,
the combined effort of our environmental
assessments using OVERSEER and LUCI,
can then be utilised by other specialists
with tools such as FARMAX, to strategically
cost and design low impact farm systems.
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Multilayered
approach continued
Resource Consenting

Compliance Reporting

Transactional Services

When farmers need assistance in obtaining
a resource consent to farm, we are also
able to assist with an internal professional
planner capability. If it is a straightforward
process we are able to work with
the farmer to collate the necessary
documentation and submit applications.

Ravensdown understands that some
farmers are in a transitional phase, as
they adjust new regional and national
compliance requirements.

Don’t buy a farm without considering
the environmental risk. Imagine buying
a property and then finding out your
production had to be 30% less due to a
rule you didn’t know about. It could be
financially devastating and this is why
environmental limits affect property
values – some say by +/- 20%.

Where it is more complex, we have
a relationship with an established
professional planning consultancy with
a national footprint who are able to
lead the process for the farmer. In all
instances, we are able to get the farmer
the best outcome possible, with the brand,
certainty and support only Ravensdown is
able to offer.

Reducing the “fear of the unknown”
for customers is key when we develop
the specific services to meet regional
requirements-not just today, but to
sustain long-term relationships through
appropriate environmental support. This
could include on-farm auditing to ensure
requirements are met.
Year-end nutrient budgets using
OVERSEER® and reporting to Council
enable farmers to demonstrate the
progress that they are making. Whatever
the need may be, we are able to shape up
a service that is robust and fit for purpose,
tailor-made for every farmer.

So if you are looking to buy or sell a farm,
you should be getting some environmental
work completed. We can help both
vendors and purchasers.
For the vendor: We can complete an
overview of the environmental constraints
for a property so purchasers are made
aware.
For the purchaser: We can complete a full
environmental due diligence assessment
to ensure that the farm you are purchasing
and the system you want to run on it,
can operate within the legally enforced
environmental limits.
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“Regulatory
environmental
and compliance
issues affect many
New Zealand
farmers.”
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Getting to grips
with rules and
regulations
These days, regulatory
bodies want compliance
with often complex rules.
The worry for farmers is
the potential for significant
limitations on farming
operations and the value of
your farm.
In some regions, the rules, or the way
in which they are applied, is constantly
changing. Staying abreast of these
changes and how they may or may not
impact your farming operation, is the job
of Ravensdown Environmental.

How could changes affect my plans for
the future?
As regulation takes hold, you may not have
full operational freedom.
In many regions council rules place an
N-Loss and P-Loss cap on farms, so the
type, scale and intensity of any farming
operation can be affected.
This could impact on property values, so
getting sound environmental advice for
business is critical.
A common question is: what if I want
to sell my farm in a few years, or maybe
buy some land and make a change to the
farm system? The ability to operate and/
or make a change to my farm system,
whether it’s established or proposed
is now often affected by the N and P
limitations of the property. Real estate
agents, buyers and sellers often complete
environmental investigations including
nutrient management assessments as part
of their due diligence, so they know how
regulations may impact farm potential in
the future.

Council rules can affect your current farm
too and in some regions, farmers will
need a resource consent from council
just to continue farming. The application
for resource consent typically requires
an assessment of the N and P losses that
occurred from your farm in the past as well
as a prediction of the potential losses into
the future.
How do you know what you can do with
your farm? Our team can test multiple
farm system scenarios within the model
to establish which farm system may be
optimal for the land. This gives you the
certainty you need to make the required
changes.
The results can be significant because the
work could increase the value of your farm
for sale or provide the certainty you need
to make a solid long-term investment.

FOR
SALE

REGULATION HAS INFLUENCED
SOME FARM
VALUES BY UP TO
*Hodges and Mills, NZIPIM Conference, 2015

20%

*
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Support and
certainty
Robust Systems, Quality Assurance
Scale and Certainty
Since 2013 when Ravensdown
Environmental was established, the
business unit has stayed true to the
original directives from the shareholder
base. Qualified and experienced
consultants producing high quality
work within robust systems and quality
assurance including:
• All work includes face to face contact
with farmers and, in the 			
case of FEPs, farm visits;
• Data verification processes where 		
possible, through internal 			
Ravensdown systems;
• All consultants are well qualified and 		
experienced to meet regional council
requirements;
• Dedicated GIS team available to support
environmental consultants to develop
robust nutrient budgets
• All work is supported by a report that
outlines the farm system, 			
the modelling assumptions and outputs,
so the farmer can be fully informed; and
• All work is peer reviewed by other highly
qualified consultants providing a gold
standard process ensuring the best 		
quality process

As a result, Ravensdown stands behind all
our work and is prepared to defend it in a
legal setting as and when necessary.
Finally, by working with Ravensdown
Environmental, farmers benefit from
our scale and longevity. Our recruitment
and training programmes, third party
relationships and continued willingness
to invest in providing new and emerging
service offerings, all coupled with the
financial stability of the large co-operative,
offers farmers a unique value proposition.
Agri Manager Support
Completing environmental work is one
thing, but providing on-going support
to farmers to assist them with all they
need on a daily basis is another. This is
where Ravensdown’s agri manager team
is able to assist. Whatever the product
or technology Ravensdown has, agri
managers are there as a go-to contact
for farmers. Where environmental work
has been completed by Ravensdown
Environmental, agri managers are fully
informed of all of the limitations the
farmers are subject to as well as the goals
and plans they have established, so they
can make sure their support enables the
process as well. Some of the services
farmers can obtain through the agri
manager team include:

• Soil and Herbage Testing
• Farm Mapping using Hawkeye
• Predictive Nutrient Budgeting
• Fertiliser Planning
• Econometric modelling
• Cropping plans and crop walking
• Agronomy services – Seed and 		
Agrochemicals
• Animal Health
Ravensdown continues to be a market
leader developing products and services
that support farmers' environmental
aspirations. Precision spreading,
Intellispread, hyperspectral imaging (soil
testing from air), N Protect, Hawkeye
and now an environmental consultancy,
have all been developed to meet farmers'
needs.
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We are
national
Where are we located?
While we are mainly based in the regions
shaded in green, we can provide you with
help wherever you are located. As a truly
national company, Ravensdown have a
presence from Northland to Southland.
So, if you have a need, contact us and we’ll
come to help.
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Here to help
To talk to your region’s environmental
consultant phone us on 0800 100 123 or
email environmental@ravensdown.co.nz

Further info
ravensdown.co.nz
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0800 100 123
ravensdown.co.nz
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